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Abstract
This is a website Based Paper. It’s mainly for the saveetha university students and the educators. It can be Useful for
Various types of People Students. Imagine that all Department Books are Available On this Website. You Can Find The
Books and the Pages in Just a Few Seconds. This Dream is Comes True with this Website. In this Pace World we are
mostly dependant on the Electronic Media. Before all are collect details from book, but nowadays we got some details
From Websites. So nowadays Websites is a Most Powerful Thing in the World. In this website online Books Learning
Once We Upload Books in our Website it’s enough. Till Life Long to read the book by using our website. In this
Webpage Using a HTML Program. There was Source Code Typed using Notepad++ Software. And then Run with
Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Opera etc., in this Project is used by two types To Read Books. (I) Using Online
Internet to read Books. (ii)Without Using Internet to Read Books.
Keywords: HTML language, Electronic Media.
Introduction
What are e-books?-There was a growing interest in converting paper of all books to bytesas well as writing new titles in
digital form. This was turned has resulted in collection of hybrid definitions of e-books learning. Initially, books of paper
that had been converted to digital format, usually through digitizing processes, in which allows them to be displayed on
computers, it defined as e-books. Then, the term also began to encompass multimedia, hypertext or hypermedia systems
those are based on a book metaphor It can be read as email, can be retrieved by a portable electronic reading device, or as
a file that can be downloaded on to a computer. Because of this the e-book learning studying process will became so
easy for the students and the educators. Whenever they want they can access the webpage and they can search their
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wanted books to read or to learn. The publishing processes and how to build e-books, using e-book compilers are
explained well. The final part of this paper highlights the use of e-books to improve the interaction between the students
and the educators and to improve access to learning materials and not only with pc can it be available in android mobiles
also.

The images of the studying material can be zoomed for the clear solution and the tough process of taking care of
destroying paper book materials hereafter won’t be there. Because here we can save, copy and paste the e-books where u
wants, so it won’t be last. It can use for our more generations everlasting.
E-Books in Distance Education
E-books have potential in enhancing distance education. In particularly, e-books are able to enhance the interaction
between students and Educators when dealing with learning materials and teaching.

The instructions were delivered with a set of lecture notes. Students are also instructed to download Microsoft Reader
into their pc and read the lecture notes that’s containing the information about how to use Microsoft Reader, the
assignments, how to submit it to the lecturer how to build an e-book from their completed assignments. They were also
asked to treat the notes as if they were reading a printed version. The completed assignments were read and marked by
the lecturer using Microsoft Reader. The explanations, drawing and highlighting features in the reader were used
extensively by the lecturer. Marked assignments containing the lecturer's explanations and comments were sent back to
the students. At the end of the experiments, their experiences were noted, paying particular attention to advantages and
disadvantages comments.
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Main Approach of Saveetha E-Book Learning
This idea is about the useful studying process of the students and the educators. From their own place wherever
whenever they want they can access the saveetha main home page and search with the e-book options already available.
Which they want to learn. They can get all kinds of books. Here all books are available which are all uploaded as well as
the availability of books. The whole saveetha university can access this and can use this webpage. They even can
download the books and they can read it offline. But the book of pages contains the saveetha determinations, for the
authority of book providers.
Home Page
In this home page of saveetha e-book learning, here the students can get the information about the Saveetha Collegeand
other details and what’s going on in the college up to now. It will be uploaded. The person who wants to buy or
download the book. For them login options are available in the left top corner of the page. And there is box included in
the page it’s for the advertisements and the sponsorships production. The study material details also included in it.

Saveetha E-book
Here this webpage of e-book containing the collections of books. It’s not only for within the department students it’s for
all over the saveetha university of medical, dental, physiotherapy, law, management and engineering students .Every
kind collection of books will be uploaded. This page is up to date availability of information’s. here the books views in a
reading model. It can be viewed in a two side of the pages. It is also available in PDF, that you can ask as a question. But
here the books are not PDF files. Because each and every pages all are converted into JPEG image format. If the persons
feel that paper books are better to read then here they can feel it as a paper model.
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This JPEG image format helps to view it as natural studying material. For each page I have included a small image
graphics for the interesting view of book. That is the pages are turning to other pages while using the mouse pointer in
the left or right most corner of the pages. The images get some graphics view for sliding. You can drag the page using
the mouse pointer that will give you some image view effects. It will give some more interest to read the book page by
page.

More options are available in this page. They are in the below of book a tab is available, their you can zoom in, zoom out
the pages and optionally to move the pages we can type the page number in the “GO” tab. Full screen option also
available.
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With these students and the educators can sit relax and learn well. The black background won’t hurt the eyes that much
for an hour and hour of continuous studying process for the normal human being.
After the each book another alphabetical ordered books will be available. May be because of many books are included
with this webpage so the searching process will be some more tedious to find out the needed books to learn for the
students and the educators. So here the search bar is added in the top of the page. Their they can search the books by
entering the name of book or the author name.
Books Purchasing
The book purchasing process was available in the “contact us” menu. There in that page last views you can give with a
Subscribe to News Letter bar. There the students or the educators can request for the book needed by mentioning the
book name or author name of the book to purchase.
Directly the book cannot be downloaded by anyone because it was restricted. And also because it is not in the PDF file
format it’s in the JPEG file format. If anyone tries to get the book by downloading each pages by right clicking on the
pages of image by selecting the option ‘save image as’.
It can be possible but for a normal human being it cannot be possible for more than a 50-100 pages of count. If they are
downloading by this page by page method that also included with the page authority of saveetha university. So it can be
known by seeing the pages itself it belongs to the saveetha college e-book pages.
If the students or the educators send the details of the book for purchasing then it will be given them by any format they
want. If they choosing the PDF format book they can get it by the way. But it costs with the depends of format.

If they have any doubt with the book they can check and chat with the authority members
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This page is get connected with the social networksAnd it specialized the popular tags available and recent posts from
the WebPages will also be available for the more interaction of the students with their college.
Mobile facility of e-book learning
This webpage of e-book learning not only available in pc’s it is also available in mobiles. For the generation peoples
everyone have their own mobiles. So everyone needs to have this kind of useful webpages will be available in mobile
also.

So the wishes of students and the educators are now ready for the approach. And whatever the facilities available in the
pc are that also available here. With the domainof www.saveethae-booklearning.com . But here this is just for the idea of
understanding the domain is given.
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Conclusion:
So this webpage is totally for the learning process mainly for the students and the educators of the Saveetha University.
And also this page can be used by other college’s students. Many of them are searching for a book by wasting their time
on the streets of shops. But with this webpage of e-book learning it gives the facility of searching all the books being
stayed in one place. Whatever and whenever they want they can open this webpage on the pc’s or the mobile and get
make use of their knowledge saving their time also.
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